Utopia Series
®

CABINET

Sand

Slate

Brownstone

Platinum

White Pearl

SHELL

Arctic White

Midnight Canyon

Tuscan Sun

CANTABRIA®

GENEVA®

NIAGARA®

9’ x 7’7” x 38”
8 Adults
74 Jets

7’5” x 7’5” x 38”
6 Adults
55 Jets

7’5” x 7’5” x 38”
7 Adults
52 Jets

TAHITIAN ®

FLORENCE®

PROVENCE™

7’ x 7’ x 36”
6 Adults
48 Jets

7’ x 7’ x 36”
6 Adults
46 Jets

6’6” x 7’ x 35”
4 Adults
43 Jets

Exclusive combination of high-performance details and transformational design
• Remarkable power and efficiency

• Enhanced interior and exterior lighting

• Ergonomically designed to cradle your body

• Touchscreen control panel

• Total body restoration with up to 8 Hot Tub Circuit 			
Therapy® stations in each spa

• Auxiliary control panel

• Fiber reinforced Avante® all-climate cabinetry for extra 		
• Specialized jets including UltraMassueuse® system, 		 strength and durability
OrbiSsage® rotating jets and the Atlas® Neck
• Diagnostic logo light
Massage system
• Cabinet and cover color combinations:
• Easy to care for with the FreshWater™ Salt System
• Slate with Slate cover		
®
• Patented FiberCor technology for unbeatable energy 		 • Brownstone with Chocolate cover
efficiency
• Sand with Taupe cover
• Insulating base pan for extra protection and efficiency

Paradise Series
®

CABINET

Parchment

Ash

Java

Tuscan Sun

White Pearl

SHELL

Arctic White

Midnight Canyon

Desert

MAKENA®

SALINA®

REUNION™

7’5” x 7’5” x 36”
6 Adults
46 Jets

7’5” x 7’5” x 36”
7 Adults
40 Jets

7’ x 7’ x 36”
7 Adults
38 Jets

SEYCHELLES™

MARTINIQUE ®

KAUAI ®

7’ x 7’ x 36”
6 Adults
43 Jets

7’5” x 6’4” x 34”
5 Adults
34 Jets

7’ x 5’5” x 29”
3 Adults
31 Jets

Unique blend of premium options and functions for complete restorative relaxation
• Hot Tub Circuit Therapy® to maximize relief of tired muscles
• Conveniently placed diverter valves to adjust and direct jet
pressure to the seats of your choice
• FreshWater™ Salt System
• Durable EcoTech® cabinetry
• Energy-efficient FiberCor® insulation
• Illuminated Aquarella® waterfall

• Each cabinet comes with coordinated wood and metal accents:
• Parchment: Aspen with light copper and Taupe cover
• Ash: Medium Oak with brushed nickel and Slate cover
• Java: Dark Oak with dark copper and Chocolate cover

Vacanza Series
®

CABINET

Parchment

Ash

Java

Tuscan Sun

White Pearl

SHELL

Arctic White

PALATINO ®

MARINO ®

7’5” x 7’5” x 38”
6 Adults
45 Jets

7’ x 7’ x 36”
6 Adults
35 Jets

Midnight Canyon

Desert

VANTO ®

TARINO ™

AVENTINE ®

7’ x 7’ x 36”
7 Adults
35 Jets

6’10” x 6’10” x 33”
5 Adults
23 Jets

5’4” x 5’4” x 29”
2 Adults
14 Jets

Thoughtfully designed to deliver daily renewal at a great value
• Integrated FROG® in-line water care
• Energy-efficient FiberCor insulation
®

• Durable, low-maintenance Eco-Tech® cabinet

• Cabinet and cover color combinations:
• Parchment with Taupe cover
• Ash with Slate cover
• Java with Chocolate cover

• 115v / 20 amp plug-in (Tarino® and Aventine® models)

Aventine only available in Arctic White and Desert.
Additional charges may apply to particular color combinations. See dealer for details.

Comfort, Design & Performance
The Caldera difference is in the details. We believe that once you’ve experienced the
Pure Comfort®, design, and performance of your Caldera spa, you’ll want to make it part
of your everyday well-being routine.

Design

Comfort
Comfort is the essential element in our hot tubs. Deep, cradling

We craft each hot tub detail to awaken the senses.

seats and a textured Foot Ridge help you stay relaxed and

From rich colors and contemporary cabinet styles to the

seated even when enjoying powerful jets. Perfectly positioned

organic contours of our sculpted seats, every element is

hydrotherapy massage melts your tension away. And a

intended to soothe and delight.

®

whisper-quiet sound dampening design enhances the comfort
experience.

Performance
To get the most out of your spa, it needs to operate at a
consistently high level. Each Caldera hot tub is engineered
and built with the strictest attention to quality
and efficiency. Our commitment is your
assurance of reliable, energy-efficient
performance for years of worry-free
hot tubbing.

A Breakthrough in Water Care!
Our breakthrough innovation has overcome the #1 concern of hot tub shoppers everywhere complicated water care!
The FreshWater™ Salt System features a unique and patented design that automatically
generates chlorine from salt, keeping water clean and fresh up to a full year.*
You’ll enjoy:
Simple and intuitive water care
Longer lasting, natural-feeling water
An easier way to hot tub
Enjoy the full wellness benefits that come from daily immersion in
hot water without any of the fuss. When you add a hot tub as
a regular part of your wellness routine it can shift the way
you feel, live and connect.
Available on all 2019 Utopia® and Paradise® Series Spas.

The maintenance-free titanium cartridge
is hidden away in the spa and can be
replaced in seconds, without tools.

*Factors such as bather load and water chemistry can impact water life.
When the spa is properly maintained, a 3-pack of cartridges with the
FreshWater Salt System will keep water clean and fresh for up to a full year.
Not available in Canada.

Accessories
Steps

Entertainment Systems

Water Care

Covers and Lifters

Remote Monitoring System

CoolZone® Cooling System
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